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GAP Project
 GAP

(GPU Application Project) for real-time in HEP and
medical imaging is a 3 year project funded by the Italian Ministry
of research, started in 2013.
 Collaboration between INFN Sezione di Pisa, University of
Ferrara and University of Roma “La Sapienza”.
 The aim is to demonstrate the feasibility of using off-the-shelf
computer commodities to accelerate real-time scientific
computation.
 Application in different

fields:
- High Energy Physics (low and high level triggers).
- Medical Imaging (NMR, CT and PET).
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Graphic Processing Units (GPU)
 Based on

a massively parallel

architecture.
 Thousands

of cores to process parallel

workloads efficiently.

 Less control units.


Many more
Arithmetic Logic Units
(ALU).
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GPUs in High Energy Physics:
Low Level Trigger System


GPUs provide a huge computing power on a single device, thus allowing to take
complex decisions with a significantly high speed capable to match valid
event rates.

Two main issues to be solved
 Latency:
Is the GPU

“latency” per event small enough to cope with the requirements of
a low level trigger system?
Is the latency stable enough for synchronous trigger systems?

 Computing power:
Is the GPU fast enough

to take trigger decision at 107 event/s ?
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NA62 case study
𝝊𝝊 decay (BR ~ 8X10-11).
Fixed target experiment at CERN SPS: 𝑲𝑲+ → 𝝅𝝅+ 𝝊𝝊 �
Kaon decays in flight.
High intensity unseparated hadron beam (6% kaons).
Huge background from kaon decays ~108 background with respect to signal.

750 MHz
beam rate

10 MHz rate from
Kaon decays
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Trigger and DAQ

 Multi-level trigger
system.
 L0: Hardware
synchronous level. 10
MHz to 1 MHz. Max
latency: 1 ms.
 Primitives from RICH,
MUV, LAV and LKR.
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RICH detector

Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector:
Distinguish between pions and muons from 15 to 35 GeV.
2 spots of 1000 photomultipliers each.
70 ps time resolution.
10 MHz event rate.
About 20 photons detected per single ring event (hits per particle).
40 Bytes per event.
Talk: M. Lenti “Commissioning and First Results of the NA62 RICH”
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The aim: GPU in L0 RICH

4 TEL62 ReadOut boards for
RICH detector data
8x1Gb/s links for data
4x1Gb/s trigger primitives
4x1Gb/s GPU trigger
Events rate: ~ 10 MHz
L0 trigger rate: ~ 1 MHz
Max Latency: 1 ms
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Latency: main problem of GPU computing
RICH detector

Total latency dominated by

Host PC

double copy in host RAM:
Data are copied from kernel
buffer to destination buffer in
user space.
Data are copied from CPU
memory to GPU memory.

GPU
Mem.

GPU

NIC

How
TEL62 ReadOut board

PCI
express
chip
set

CPU

RAM

to decrease the data transfer

time?
DMA (Direct Memory Access)
to the memory of the GPU.
Custom management of NIC
buffers.
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NaNet Modular Design

PCIe X8 Gen2/3 core
•
•
•
•
•

NaNet-1: board based on the ApeNet+ (HPC project) card logic
PCIe interface with GPU Direct P2P/RDMA capability
Offload of network protocol
Multiple link support
Use FPGA resources to perform on-the-fly data preparation
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NaNet-10 board
 ALTERA Stratix V development board (implemented on Terasic DE5-NET

board)

PCI
4

x8 Gen3 (8 GB/s)

SFP+ ports (up to 10 Gb/s)

GPUDirect

/ RDMA capability

UDP offloads
FPGA

supports

pre-processing (merging, decompression)

ApeNet/NaNet-1/NaNet-10 boards developed at

(http://apegate.roma1.infn.it/)

INFN Rome APE Lab
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Setup @NA62
NaNet-1 and TTC_interface board

•

NaNet-1 board receives data from two TEL62 boards, and after
decompression of events, it drives DMA to GPU which merges events and then

NANET

applies the online algorithm for trigger decision to L0TP.
•

TTC
interface

NaNet-10 board collects data from four TEL62 boards. Decompression and
merging of events are realized directly by the HW modules of the board.

Currently installed at NA62

TESLA K20
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PFRING
PFRING

DNA (Direct NIC Access) is a way to map NIC memory to
userland so that there is no additional packet copy besides the DMA
transfer done by the NIC.
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PFRING: an alternative solution
for GPU trigger
A

PFRING-based solution is currently being implemented.

A

Terasic DE4 (ALTERA Stratix IV FPGA) is used to receive,
merge and decompress primitives of trigger from TEL62 readout
boards.

Terasic DE4 and TTC_interface board

FPGA
pre-processing
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NaNet-1 Results

Real data from NA62

2015 RUN

GPU

NVIDIA C2050

Merging

of events in GPU

Histogram

Kernel

Events are arranged in CLOPs (Circular List Of Persistent buffers)
with a format more suitable for GPU’s thread.
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NaNet-1 Results
About

1us per event for multi-ring.

Good

quality of on-line ring fitting.

Efficiency
Two

greater than 80% (but depends on the number of rings).

ring pattern algorithms were developed at INFN Pisa.

Almagest

algorithm is used.

Latency [us]

GPU Fit Performance

1 us trigger execution time

Data transfer: TEL62 – NaNet-1 - GPU
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Timing Trigger Control (TTC)
and NaNet-10 interface
The TTC_Interface board

Stratix IV FPGA).

has been mounted and tested on a Terasic DE4 (Altera

The system DE4&TTC_Interface is

used to distribute the clock and a signal, which
encodes the status of the burst, to NaNet-10.

Two

coaxial cables (clock and in/out burst) are used from the DE4 board to NaNet-10.

Terasic DE4 and TTC_interface board

 Two SMA connectors in input mode are used on
NaNet-10.
 SMA_CLKIN receives the 40 MHz clock a
(clock40CMOS).
 SMA_CLKOUT (programmable in input mode)
receives the inburst/out-of-burst signal.
40.08 MHz clock
+ SOB + EOB
signals

Tested at CERN and in PISA Laboratory
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Timing Trigger Control (TTC)
and NaNet-10 interface
Tested at

NA62 and in PISA Laboratory.

NaNet-10 board

was proven to correctly receive clock and SOB/EOB signals from
TTC of the experiment.

Terasic DE4 and TTC_interface board

40.08 MHz clock
+ SOB + EOB
signals

NaNet-10 at NA62
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Conclusions and future plans
Realization of
Cherenkov

possible.

Integration
First test

2015.

a L0 trigger processor for the NA62 RICH is under way.
rings pattern recognition within the total L0 latency of 1 ms seems

with the NA62 Trigger and DAQ system has been done.
with NaNet-1 board was done during NA62 experimental run in summer

NaNet-10

has been implemented on the Altera StratixV dev. board and tests are
ongoing at NA62.

PFRING-based

soon.

solution is currently being implemented and first tests are envisaged

Multi-ring

algorithms are implemented on GPU kernel. Resolution, efficiency,
comparison between algorithms (on one and multi-rings) are ongoing.
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SPARES
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Graphic Processing Units (GPU)
 GPUs

advanced capabilities were originally used primarily for 3D
game rendering.

 Since

2007 high-level programming languages (CUDA, OpenCL)
have been introduced.

 Now

these devices are largely employed in General Purpose
applications (GPGPU).

 Faster

evolution with respect to

 traditional
 Easy

CPU.

to have a desktop PC with

teraflops of computing power.
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Almagest: multi-ring identification
Almagest

is based on Ptolemy’s

theorem: “A quadrilateral is

cyclic (the vertex lie on a circle)
if and only if is valid the
relation:
AD*BC+AB*DC=AC*BD”.
Selects

a triplet and checks if all
the other points lie on the same
ring by checking the Ptolemy’s
theorem.

Design

a procedure for parallel
implementation.
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Histogram: another pattern
recognition algorithm
XY

plane divided into a grid.

An

histogram is created with
distances from these points and
hits of the physics event.

Rings

are identified looking at
distance bins whose contents
exceed a threshold value.

Good

fitting.

quality of on-line ring
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Almagest: Ring fitting
Good quality
Efficiency

of on-line ring fitting.

greater than 80% (but depends on the number of rings).

Resolution, efficiency,

ongoing.

comparison between algorithms (on one and multi-rings) is
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On-line RICH reconstruction algorithm
Trackless
No information

from the tracker.
Difficult to merge information from many detectors at L0.

Multi-rings
Many-body



Low latency
On-line (synchronous)
Accurate
Off-line

quadrilateral is cyclic (the vertex lie on a circle) if and
only if is valid the relation:
AD*BC+AB*DC=AC*BD”.

decay in the RICH acceptance.

Fast
Non-iterative procedure
Events rate at 10 MHz

trigger

resolution required

Almagest is based on Ptolemy’s theorem: “A



Selects a triplet and checks if all the other points lie
on the same ring by checking the Ptolemy’s theorem.



Design a procedure for parallel implementation.



Histogram



XY plane divided into a grid.



An histogram is created with distances from these
points and hits of the physics event.



Rings are identified looking at distance bins whose
contents exceed a threshold value.



Good quality of on-line ring fitting.
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